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οἶδα οὐκ εἰδώς (oida ouk eidos), Apology of Socrates, 399 b.C.

"I know that I don't know“, “I know as a non knowing”

ignorance is instructive!



The Universe has a finite age 
and is expanding
You can have a hint of that just 
looking at the sky in a romantic 
starry night…



Olber’s paradox:

Heinrich Wilhelm Heinrich Wilhelm Heinrich Wilhelm Heinrich Wilhelm MatthMatthMatthMatthääääusususus OlbersOlbersOlbersOlbers
(1758(1758(1758(1758----1840)1840)1840)1840)

If the universe is assumed to contain an 
infinite number of uniformly distributed 
luminous stars, then every point in the sky 
should be as bright as the surface of a star

Why is the night sky dark?

⇒the amount of light we should receive from a shell at distance R 
and thickness T should not depend upon how far away the shell is
(further away stars would be fainter, but there would be more of 
them

# of stars ~ R2

appearent luminosity ~ 1/R2



If the Universe were infinite and filled with stars in a 
uniform distribution the sky would look different at night!

Two (main) explanations of why the night is dark:
• the Universe has a finite age  → during the Universe lifetime 
light from distant stars has not yet reached us
• the Universe is expanding → photon energy from distant stars 
is redshifted (shifted to lower less energetic frequencies)

HOT BIG BANG MODEL



(The Starry Night
Vincent Van Gogh,1889)

not much different from vincent Van Gogh artistic view…



Einstein and de Sitter discussing the 
Universe, in Leiden …

The view of Science…



The Universe is the same everywhere:

- physical quantities     (density, T,p,…)

The Universe looks the same in every direction

Physical Laws same everywhere 

The Universe “grows” with same rate in 

- every direction

- at every location

Geometry of the Universe:

Cosmological Principle
“God is an infinite sphere whose centre is 
everywhere and its circumference nowhere”

Empedocles, 5th cent BC

● Homogeneous

● Isotropic

● Universality

● Uniformly Expanding

Cosmological Principle:Cosmological Principle:

Describes the symmetries in global appearance of the Universe:

``all places in the Universe are alike’’
Einstein, 1931



… for an expanding Universe with 

● matter density  ρ(t)

● pressure p(t)

● cosmological constant Λ

[or elusive dark energy ρv (t)]

dynamics is ultimately set by the 

geometrical term k:

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker-Lemaitre Universe



Geometry of the Universe

The three possible geometries of the 

Universe



The Universe is a Riemann manifold, i.e. a mathematical 
space in which every point has a neighborhood which 
resemble Euclidean space, but in which the global 
structure is more complicated, and on which distances can 
be defined through the introduction of a metric (which 
allows generalization of Pythagoras theorem) 
Einstein’s equations: gravity modifies the curvature (i.e. 
distorts space-time)



Robertson-Walker metric

k=1 k=0 k=-1

R(t)=‘scale factor’



The equivalence principle

“at every space-time point in an arbitrary gravitational field 
it is possible to choose a “locally inertial coordinate 
system” such that, within a sufficiently small region of the 
point in question, the laws of nature take the same form as 
in unaccelerated Cartesian coordinate systems in the 
absence of gravitation.”

the above statement implies that, for any particle under the 
influence of gravity, a transformation exists to a coordinate 
system  ζa where the particle is (locally) inertial (i.e. a “free 
fall” system), i.e.:

(proper time)





Einsten’s equations

gravitational 
constant

energy-momentum 
tensor

Gμν:

•tensor
•contains only ∂g∂g or ∂2g 
(more on this later…)
•Gμν

;ν=0 (from energy 
momentum conservation 
Tμν

;ν=0 )
•weak limit:                      with

so that 
Poisson’s equation is 
recovered:

Einstein’s eqns+Robertson-Walker metric=Friedmann equations



Friedman-Lemaitre equation: RW metric+Einstein’s equations

(N.B.: only 2 equations 
are independent out of 3 
due to Bianchi identities)

“00”

“kk-00”
*

..
* if p<-ρ/3 ⇒ R>0 q≡-R/(RH0)

..
2 deceleration 

parameter
(H0=Hubble constant today)



The Friedman-Lemaitre equation can be rewritten as:

(critical density)

Ω>1   ⇒ k=1  (CLOSED GEOMETRY)

Ω=1   ⇒ k=0  (FLAT GEOMETRY)

Ω<1   ⇒ k=-1  (OPEN GEOMETRY)

NB: Universe gets flatter as you go back in time (for matter and
radiation)



• using the observed value of the Hubble constant, the 
critical density today is ρc~ 5 GeV/m3  ~  5 protons/m3 (cfr. 
density of air in this room ~1027 GeV/m3)
• if ρ=ρc (Ω=1) at some epoch, this is true at any epoch 
because k=0, with k a constant
•however, if Ω≠,1 it changes with time → in order to be of 
order 1 today it should be MUCH closer to 1 in the past 
(tuning)
•→ if the observed Ω is not far from 1 (even, say, within 1 
or 2 orders of magnitude) then Ω=1 is the most “natural”
value



perfect fluid: exists reference frame where the fluid is isotropic

ρ=energy density
p=pressure

equation of state=relation between p and ρ: 
p=w ρ

what is w?

• non relativistic particles: p<<ρ → w=0 (“dust”)
• relativistic particles. From:

and: one gets:

w=1/3



So the equation of state for matter (depending on whether it 
is relativistic or not) is:

0≤w≤1/3

However, more possibilities:

•cosmological constant:

•allowed by covariance
•breakes scale invariance introducing an absolute 
scale ([λ]=length-2)
•“gravitostatic” allowed (“repulsive gravity”on large 
scale, just as in electromagnetic interactions)!
•notoriously introduced by Einstein in 1917 to find 
a stationary cosmological solution excluded later 
on by Hubble’s observation of Universe expansion



if taken on the right-hand side of Einstein’s equation the 
cosmological constant  can be interpreted as an additional 
contribution to the energy-momentum tensor (Gliner, Zeldovich, 
late 60’):

p=-ρ
w=-1

w=-1 implies, from energy conservation: 
d(ρV)+p dV=0→d(ρV)-ρdV=Vdρ+ρdV-ρdV=Vdρ=0

ρ=constant



summarizing, depending on Ω and w the Universe behaves 
differently:

w>-1/3

w<-1/3

Ω<1 Ω=1 Ω>1

open,
decelerating

open,
accelerating

flat,
accelerating

closed,
accelerating

flat,
decelerating

closed,
decelerating

What is the correct answer?

Dramatic improvements over the last few years!

But the answer of Nature was somewhat unexpected…



Evolution of the energy density with a≡R/R0 given the 
equation of state w=p/ρ

From energy conservation:

evolve differently: if any of them comparable @ some time 
(today?) quickly diverge earlier or later



Entropy

T

V

∲dS=0

integrability condition:

entropy density:

①

②

①=②:

(ρ=ρ(T); p=p(T))

S=S(V,T)



Throughout most of the history of the Universe the 
reaction rates of particles in the thermal bath were much 
greater than the expansion rate and local thermal 
equilibrium should have been maintained. In this case the 
entropy per comoving volume remains constant:

d(sR3)=0



Entropy density dominated by relativistic particles, so that:

(entropy degrees of freedom)

N.B.: since sR3=g*ST3R3=constant:

as the Universe expands, it cools down. Whenever a particle 
becomes non relativistic (T<<M) its entropy is transferred to the 
plasma, slightly increasing T and slowing the cooling 



Discovered in 1965 by 
Penzias & Wilson                   
(Nobel prize, 1978)

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR)

T=2.725 K

• negligible contribution to the energy density today (Ωrad~10-5)
• strongly redshifted γ’s, but MANY of them! (~420 photons/cm3)
• in fact, compare to baryons: ~10-2 ρc/mproton
~10-2 10-5 GeV / cm3/GeV~10-7 protons/cm3

⇒ η=nn/nγ~10-10 (η-1=“entropy per baryon”,  huge number)
• CMBR remnant of a hot plasma that dominated the early 
Universe (ρradiation/ρmatter α R(t)-1 ) 



NB: A few per cent of the TV “snow” you see between 
channels comes from it! (unless you have cable TV…)

Emitted about 300.000 years after the Big Bang (z~1100)





Cosmic Microwave Background

Map of the Universe at Recombination Epoch:

�  379,000 years after Big Bang

�  Subhorizon perturbations:    primordial sound waves 

�  ∆T/T   <  10-5



• in the very hot and ionized plasma photons and baryons 
are tightly coupled
• density perturbations of baryons did not grow due to the 
photon preassure but oscillated as sound waves
• the largest possible wavelength of these oscillations is 
given by the sound horizon size when photons and 
baryons decouple
• this wavelength is seen as the first maximum in the 
angular power spectrum of the CMB radiation



first acustic peak





The observed average size of CMBR anisotropies tells us 
the geometry of the Universe!

closed geometry → larger observed angle → smaller multipole l

open geometry → smaller observed angle → larger multipole l



decrease density → negative curvature → smaller angle →
larger multipole

N.B: GEOMETRICAL measure, gives info about TOTAL density

WMAP got l=220 for the first peak, which corresponds to Ω=1!



1.From CMB:
Ω=1



Different cosmological clocks available in the early Universe:



The red-shift parameter is defined as:

Taking into account the expansion of the Universe one gets:

with:

for v<<c (non-relativistic Doppler effect)

Gravitational red-shift

λ0=emitted wavelength, λ1=received wavelength



The distance to some galaxy is given by:

Due to the expansion of the Universe the same Galaxy is 
moving away from us at the velocity:

so that:

Hubble’s law: the receding velocity of Galaxies is proportional to 
their distance



Hubble’s expansion, discovered in 1929:

today’s supernova projects: 
expansion accelerates!

cosmological constant↔ vacuum energy?

Luminosity distance:

L=absolute luminosity

l=observed luminosity

(1 pc=3.26 light years,
m-M=modular distance)



Supernovae are extremely luminous  stellar explosions
that cause a burst of radiation that often briefly outshines 
an entire galaxy before fading from view over several 
weeks or months. During this short interval, a supernova 
can radiate as much energy as the Sun could emit over 
its life span. Due to their luminosity they can be measured 
at very large distances.



Moreover, supernovae are “standard candles”, i.e. their 
(maximal) absolute luminosity is known. So from their apparent 
luminosity it is possible to estimate their distance. Redshift of 
the light spectrum allows to determine velocity, so the Hubble 
relation can be tested. More distant observed supernovae are 
dimmer than expected, showing that the expansion is 
accelerated.



Kowalski et al, arXiv:0804.4142 

Recent SN Ia compilation 
bringing together data 
from 414 SN drawn from 
13 independent datasets 

Ωm=0.28
Ωλ=0.72



Evolution of equation of state

Kowalski et al, arXiv:0804.4142 



2.From SN1a:
w<-1/3 (w~-1)

accelerated expansion



The Dark Matter Problem

•matter : anything with  equation of state w=0
•more obvious contribution to matter: baryons (stars, planets, us!) 
and both Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and WMAP tell us that  
Ωbaryons~0.05
•moreover, most baryons (not all) emit light and are visible, and
visible matter (from counting stars and galaxies) provides only 
Ωvisible≲0.05
•however, dynamical measurement of matter (through 
gravitational interactions) point to much higher values, an effect 
observed in very different systems and at very different distance 
scales
•WMAP implies Ωtotal=1, while the Hubble diagram of SN1a imply  
Ωdark energy~0.7
• so, what is the average density of matter in the Universe today?



End

Using movement to measure mass

Newtonian gravity:

GM(r) = vrot
2
⋅ r



End

http://burro.cwru.edu/JavaLab/RotcurveWeb/main.html

Rotation of spiral galaxies

Vera Rubin in the 70’s was the first to show that observation of 

rotation of disks in their outer parts required a lot of invisible 

mass …



Invisible mass near the Sun!

(Oort, 1932)



End

Evidence from Galaxy Clusters at about the same time

<T>=-1/2 <VTOT>



End

Milky Way

COMA

CfA redshift survey



• clusters of galaxies are the largest 
structures we know – we expect them 
to contain most of the matter of the 
Universe
• their size ranges from 1 to 10 Mpc
• they contain 50 to 1000 galaxies +
hot X-ray emitting gas…
• …and large amounts of dark matter

• today Dark Matter in Clusters is deduced by the temperature of 
the X-ray emitting gas (assuming hydrostatic equilibrium)  
• in fact, observed temperatures (kT~10’s keV) are much hotter 
than the ones deduced from the visible mass:

• moreover, they show an amount of DM about 4-5 times that of 
baryons – this should be true also on Cosmological scales but 
since Ωbaryons~0.05 this implied ΩDM ≲ 0.25 <<1  

COMA cluster



Gravitational lensing in Clusters





Three-dimensional map, determined by analysis of gravitational distortions of 
light coming from distant galaxies, reveals a network of filaments intersecting 
at the locations of normal matter in galaxy clusters. Clumping of dark matter 
appears more pronounced from right (distant regions in space and time) to left 
(nearest and recent regions). the map of the visible matter supersimposes on 
that of the dark one: dark matter seems to act as a kind of scaffhold around 
which stars and galaxies gather.

Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS). Over 2 million galaxies and 
AGN’s detected in a 2 square degrees field up to z=6.

time



The Bullet Cluster (smoking gun of DM vs. MOND?)
DM weak lensing1E 06571E 06571E 06571E 0657----56, august 200656, august 200656, august 200656, august 2006

•3 components in each cluster: gas, stars (red=baryons) and 
lensing (blue=dark matter)
•stars pass through, gravitationally slowed
•gases interact electromagnetically, slowed further
•dark matter well separated in two regions near the visible 
galaxies

NB: in MOND lensing 
should follow baryons, 
i.e. the blue region 
should track the red one

(MOND=Modified Gravity) see animation



3.From x-rays in clusters:
Ωmatter~0.25<<1



Summarizing:

1.From CMB:
Ω=1

2.From SN1a:
w<-1/3 (w~-1)

Ωλ>0
accelerated expansion
3.From x-rays in clusters:

Ωmatter~0.25<<1



summarizing:

w>-1/3

w<-1/3

Ω<1 Ω=1 Ω>1

open,
decelerating

open,
accelerating

flat,
accelerating

closed,
accelerating

flat,
decelerating

closed,
decelerating

(unexpected!) outcome from observation



Over-constrained scenario: the concordance model



WMAP-5



A disturbing picture: we don’t know what more than 95% of 
the Universe is made of…

can we shed some light on this?



DARKDARK
ENERGYENERGY



cosmological constant↔vacuum energy (actually, “volume” energy)

A free meal? double the total volume, double the total energy…

E=ρV E=ρV Etot=2E=2Vρ

If p=-ρ<0 energy is conserved because the expansion is 
done at the expense of negative work

COOL! Are we shopping with negative 
money?



not quite. entropy is conserved during the 
expansion, so the second law of 
thermodynamics is not affected

vacuum energy cannot be 
harnessed to do usable work!

No free meal…



Vacuum energy ⇔ repulsive gravity 

Coulomb interactions can be both attractive and repulsive: 
electric charges have both signs…

However Newton’s law only attractive, 
because masses can be only positive

This situation can be modified in general Relativity…



Quasi-newtonian limit of general relativity

perturbation
N.B.: in this limit gravity has a gauge invariance
Gauge fixing (harmonic coordinate gauge):

so that graviton wave equation is obtained:

with the source term:

source term



so that the gravitational potential is given by:

In analogy with electromagnetism, Einstein’s equations can 
be solved by making use of the Liénard-Wiechert retarded 
potential:

usual Newton’s 
potential integrated 
over dM>0

with: ρ=w p

for a system of non-relativistic masses, 
w→0, S00=ρ/2=1/2 dm/dV, so:



However, when: 

sign flip in:
can have both signs



the ‘effective’ Newton’s law implies repulsive gravity!

so, how comes we don’t fly?

N.B: the force between two masse is always attractive (no mass exerts a 
negative pressure) – vacuum energy affects only background space 

*



•the cosmological constant breakes scale invariance 
introducing an absolute scale ([λ]=length-2)
•interpreted as an additional contribution to the energy-
momentum tensor:

using the observed value Ωλ=0.7:

the size of a Galaxy 
is at most ~102 kpc

(1 pc~3.2 light years)

only important on cosmological scales, negligible at smaller scales



from the point of view of quantum mechanics the vacuum is 
not so empty after all, but swarming with virtual particles…
(pictorial view...)

uncertainty principle: Δt x ΔE(=M)=ћ → Δt=ћ/M, λ=cΔt=cћ/M

λ
λ

λ

λ
λ



dimensional analysis and effective field theory allow 
in principle to calculate the corresponding energy 
density…



from the point of view of quantum mechanics the vacuum is 
not so empty after all, but swarming with virtual particles…

M

from ΔE=Δt, expect to have one particle of mass M for every 
Compton-length cube λ3, with λ=2π/M so the expected density is:

M=the mass of 
the heaviest 
particle (when 
you go virtual, 
no kinematic
restrictions!)

For M=1019 GeV (Planck scale) one gets ρ~1076 GeV4~1093 g/cm3

The observed vacuum energy is of order ρc~10-29g/cm3, so this 
estimation is wrong by more than 120 orders of magnitude 
(Cosmological Constant Problem)!

(N.B.: nuclear density: 1017g/cm3, density of a black hole of mass 
M: 1016  (MSun/M)2  g/cm3. This number is HUGE)



for instance, the cosmological constant can be predicted 
to be exactly zero in Supersymmetric theories  where the 
contributions from virtual fermions and bosons cancel out

you can assume that the theory obeys to a symmetry that 
forbids it altogether (ex: in QED the photon mass is 
forbidden by gauge symmetry)

however, supersymmetry must be broken, reintroducing 
the problem (→0 for some uknown reason?)

N.B. the fact that ρ~1076 GeV4~1093 g/cm3 is only part of 
the problem. In fact, getting a large number EXACTLY 
equal to zero is not so hard after all…

The worst fine-tuning problem in physics!

- =0fermion boson ✘✘✘✘10101010----122122122122

moreover, getting something which is ~120 orders of 
magnitude smaller then you would expect but is not exactly 
zero is even harder to conceive



A second problem: today Ωλ and Ωmatter are of the same order

a

ρλ=constant

ρ
matter ~a -3

today

ρ

Coincidence problem: WHY NOW??

quintessence field instead of cosmological constant can 
explain it more naturally through tracking solutions (i.e. 
solutions where the vacuum energy tracks the other 
components irrespective of the initial conditions

recent event…)

(remember: , data seem to
point to w0+wa=0, vacuum domination  seems quite a 



The energy-momentum tensor of a scalar (quintessence) field

Noether’s theorem: symmetry of the action → conservation law

the energy-momentum tensor is the quantity which is 
conserved due to invariance of the action through 
translations in space and time

( )

N.B.: g=constant=R3



for a field constant in space (∂φ/∂xk=0):

so that the equation of state is in the range:

(”kination” regime)

(“vacuum energy” regime)



So, including a cosmological constant and/or a quintessence 
field, during the history of the Universe the equation of state is 
expected to lie in the range:

-1<w=p/ρ<1

w<-1?

“Phantom” models

• interaction between dark matter and dark energy (Farrar, 
Peebles,Astop.J. 604(2004)1)
•interaction between neutrinos and dark energy (Ichiki, 
Keum, JHEP06(2008)058) 
• non-canonical kinetic term
•…



N.B.: using a scalar field wide range of 
possibilities -1<w<1 for the equation of 
state, including matter and dark energy

matter (p=0) from (coherent) scalar field?



Assume that the scalar field oscillates at the bottom of a 
potential well:

Harmonic oscillator with:

=matter

(<(<(<(<▪▪▪▪▪▪▪▪>=time average)>=time average)>=time average)>=time average)
kinetic energy and 
potential energy are 
the same



Quintessence: quinta essentia = fifth element, additional 
element postulated by Aristotle (also aether=the element of 
Gods)  

Air

EarthWater

Fire

In the middle ages considered the main ingredient of the 
Philosopher’s stone - believed by alchemists to convert 
elements and to turn inexpensive metals into gold

matter?(w=0)

radiation? (w=1/3)

Dark Energy? (w=-1)

kination? (w=1)

quintessence!



so in principle quintessence can describe both the 
Dark Matter and the Dark Energy…
can it be our Philosopher’s stone unifying the two?

hard, but maybe not completely impossible! 
(alchemy has never been easy…)

difficult to achieve in practice, but an intriguing scenario!



A more conventional scenario: in galaxies and 
clusters there is more matter than what is observed 
with telescopes

What is the most common form of matter?

Baryons!

WE are made of baryons. Baryons form stars and 
planets. Stars usually emit light. However some non-
visible baryonic matter is possible:

non-luminous gas
brown dwarfs ("failed stars" with not enough 
mass for nuclear fusion to begin)
black holes
neutron stars



•unable to drive galaxy formation (they 
decouple too late from photons, not 
enough time for gravitational 
instabilites to grow) 

•too few in the Universe in order to 
explain the dark matter because of 
nucleosynthesis 

Observations Observations Observations Observations givegivegivegive 0.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.8

Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang nucleosynthesisnucleosynthesisnucleosynthesisnucleosynthesis (deuterium (deuterium (deuterium (deuterium 
abundanceabundanceabundanceabundance) and ) and ) and ) and cosmiccosmiccosmiccosmic microwavemicrowavemicrowavemicrowave
backgroundbackgroundbackgroundbackground (WMAP) (WMAP) (WMAP) (WMAP) determinedeterminedeterminedetermine baryonbaryonbaryonbaryon
contributioncontributioncontributioncontribution ΩΩΩΩBBBBhhhh2222 ≈≈≈≈ 0.023, so 0.023, so 0.023, so 0.023, so ΩΩΩΩ BBBB ≈≈≈≈ 0.040.040.040.04

ΩΩΩΩ lumlumlumlum ≈≈≈≈ (4 (4 (4 (4 ±±±± 2) 2) 2) 2) . . . . 10101010----3  3  3  3  (stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>
baryonicbaryonicbaryonicbaryonic dark dark dark dark mattermattermattermatter has to has to has to has to existexistexistexist ((((maybemaybemaybemaybe
as as as as warmwarmwarmwarm intergalacticintergalacticintergalacticintergalactic gas?)gas?)gas?)gas?)

ButButButBut, , , , nownownownow wewewewe knowknowknowknow that that that that ΩΩΩΩ MMMM >  0.2, so >  0.2, so >  0.2, so >  0.2, so theretheretherethere
has to has to has to has to existexistexistexist nonnonnonnon----baryonicbaryonicbaryonicbaryonic dark dark dark dark mattermattermattermatter

Fields & Sarkar, 2004
Lithium underabundant?

However, baryons cannot account for Ωmatter~0.25!



A lot of matter in the Universe is 
dark and non-baryonic

P.S.:but also some baryonic DM 
needed



� stable (protected by a conserved 

quantum number)

� no charge, no colour (weakly 

interacting)

� cold, non dissipative

� relic abundance compatible to 

observation

� motivated by theory (vs. “ad hoc”)

The properties of a good Dark Matter candidate:

subdominant candidates – variety is common in Nature 

→may be easier to detect

*



The first place to look for a DM candidate…



Neutrino

HOT COLD

eV 91.5

2 ∑
=Ω

ν

ν

m
h 12 −>∝<Ω vh annσν

•Σmv<0.66 eV

(WMAP+LSS+SN)

•LEP: 

Nν=2.994±0.012

→ mν≥45 GeV

→ Ωνh
2 ≤ 10-3 

•DM searches 

exclude: 10 

GeV ≤ mν≤ 4.7 TeV

(similar constraints 

for sneutrinos and 

KK-neutrinos)

3 – 7 GeV

30 eV

mix with sterile component

(both for neutrinos and sneutrinos)does not work

Cowsik-McClelland

Lee-Weinberg



Neutrinos don’t’s work also because they are hot dark 
matter (=relativistic at decoupling, erase density 
perturbation through free-streaming): 

(from Mark Tegmark home page)

density fraction of light 
neutrinos





Structure formation (i.e.: the very 

existence of galaxies) needs Cold 

Dark Matter and  Cold Dark Matter 

implies physics beyond the Standard 

Model (light neutrinos don’t work)



Two main guiding principles: 
1. simplicity

2. theoretical motivation

not always coinciding!

*

Have to go non-baryonic and 
beyond the Standard Model



The most popular Dark Matter candidates:

eakly

nteracting

assive

articles



…acronym “WIMP” eventually coined in mid ‘80



Why are WIMPs so popular?



The standard lore:
• the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) is the 
remnant of the hot plasma that dominated the energy density 
in the early Universe
• from the measured temperature of the CMBR (T0=2.7 K) we 
know the CMBR density today (ργ,0~ 422 photons cm-3)
• Weak interactions kept WIMPs in thermal equilibrium with 
those photons  in the early Universe (THERMAL RELICS)
• working out the decoupling between WIMPs and the plasma 
we can calculate the WIMP density normalizing it to ργ,0 ~ 422 
photons cm-3
• WIMPs are MASSIVE so can be COLD, i.e. they could be 
non relativistic at decoupling, so their equilibrium density was
exponentially suppressed compared to photons
• however, after decoupling (freeze-out) WIMPs density in a 
comoving volume stayed almost the same, while photons were 
deluted and redshifted away so that now they contribute 
Ωγ~10-3



Thermal equilibrium simplifies things!

nowT>>MWIMP
Decoupling:
T<<MWIMP

nχ~nγ
nχ,f<<nγ,f
(exponential 
suppression, nχ,f~e-M/T)

nχ,now~nχ,f

nγ,now<<nγ,f

CMB

Decoupling is the key!Decoupling is the key!Decoupling is the key!Decoupling is the key!
normalize WIMP density to CMB

=comoving volume)(



The thermal cosmological density of a WIMP X is given by

ΩXh2 ~ 1/<σannv>int

<σannv>int=∫<σannv>dx
xf

x0

xf=M/Tf

x0=M/T0

Tf=freeze-out temperature

T0=present (CMB) temperature

Xf>>1, X non relativistic at decoupling, low temp expansion for 
<σannv>: <σannv>~a+b/x

if σann is given by weak-type interactions → ΩX~0.1-1

…+ cohannihilations with other particle(s)

close in mass + resonant annihilations



Joining the pieces together: the WIMP relic abundance

today’s entropy

critical density

freeze-out temperature

# of degrees of freedom

m = WIMP mass

Y0 :  from Boltzmann equation



N.B. Very different scales conjure up to lead to the weak scale

CMB temp.

Hubble par.

Planck scale

the WIMP “miracle”???



on dimensional grounds:

WIMP are non relativistic, so typically (m=WIMP mass):

X
f

f
_

WIMP

WIMP
(cfr.: for a relativistic particle)

if m → 0   Ω → ∞
⇒ cosmological lower bound on m
(Lee-Weinberg limit and alike)

N.B.: Ω≲1 condition leads also to an upper unitarity bound on 
the WIMP mass, m≲ 340 TeV [Griest, Kamionkowski, PRL64(1990) 615]



Never run short of candidates…
What WIMP? 



(Incomplete) List of DM candidates

•Neutrinos

•Axions

•Lightest Supersymmetric

particle (LSP) – neutralino, 

sneutrino, axino

•Lighest Kaluza-Klein 

Particle (LKP) 

•Heavy photon in Little 

Higgs Models

•Solitons (Q-balls, B-balls)

• Black Hole remnants

•Hidden-sector tecnipions

•…



most popular thermal WIMP candidates from particle 

physics (solve hierarchy problem: MW/MPl~ 10
-16)

•susy

conserved 

symmetry
DM 

candidate

R-parity

K-parity

T-parity

χ (neutralino) 

•extra dimensions

•little Higgs

B(1)(KK photon)

BH (heavy photon)

all thermal candidates, massive, with weak-type 

interactions (WIMPs)

*

the most popular



Moreover the same weak interactions that keep 
WIMPs in thermal equilibrium with the plasma can 
allow to detect them → WIMP are difficult to see but 
not completely dark…

N.B: some Super-WIMPs, i.e. particles with 
interactions much lower than the weak scale, work 
fine to provide the dark matter in the Universe 



WIMP WIMP SEARCHESSEARCHES



Searches for relic WIMPsSearches for relic WIMPs

• Direct searches. Elastic scattering of χ off nuclei
(∝ WIMP local density)

χ + N→ χ + N 

• Indirect searches. Signals due to χ - χ annihilations

χ + χ → → ν, ν, γ, p, e+, d −− −

g g

f f

W+W-

ZZ

HH, hh, AA, hH, hA, HA, H+H-

W+H-, W-H+

Zh, ZH, ZA  

−

� Annihilations taking place in celestial bodies where χ’s 
have been accumulated: ν’s → up-going µ’s from Earth 
and Sun

� Annihilations taking place in the Halo of the Milky Way or 
that of external galaxies: enhanced in high density regions
(∝ (WIMP density)2) ⇒ Galactic center, clumpiness

• Direct searches. Elastic scattering of χ off nuclei
(∝ WIMP local density)

χ + N→ χ + N 

• Indirect searches. Signals due to χ - χ annihilations
g g

f f

W+W-

ZZ

HH, hh, AA, hH, hA, HA, H+H-

W+H-, W-H+

Zh, ZH, ZA  

−



Annihilations taking place in the HaloAnnihilations taking place in the Halo

(∝ WIMP (local density)2)

χ + χ→

keep directionality

ν, ν

γ (continuum)

γ line (Zγ)

−

searches for rare 
components in cosmic rays 
( diffusion)

p

e+

D
−

_



1) WIMPS are expected to form a (more or less) spherical halo in
which the visible part of our Galaxy (disk and bulge) are 
immersed

disk

bulge

dark halo

2) WIMPS are expected to form a thermal gas with vrms~300 km 
sec-1 ~ 10-3 c (so the are expected to be non relativistic)
3) The Sun rotates around the galactic center with v0~220 km s-2

A few important statements about our Galaxy:

(not in scale!)

100~200 kpc

~4 kpc

~2 kpc

(1 pc~3.262 light years)

solar 
system

~8 kpc

N.B. the matter 
density in our 
courtyard is 
dominated by Dark 
Matter (while the 
rotational curve may 
have a sizeable 
contribution from the 
inner visible 
component)



Only info: flatness of rotational curve in spiral (as our own) 
galaxies:

Assuming spherical symmetry:

unphysical (diverging total mass!) but not far from the real thing 
in the inner part of the Galaxy

R



WIMP direct detection

� Elastic recoil of non relativistic halo WIMPs off the 
nuclei of an underground detector

� Recoil energy of the nucleus in the keV range
� Yearly modulation effect due to the rotation of the 

Earth around the Sun (the relative velocity between 
the halo, usually assumed at rest in the Galactic 
system, and the detector changes during the year)



Where to catch a WIMP?





WIMP differential detection rate

ER=nuclear energy

NT=# of nuclear targets

v=WIMP velocity in the Earth’s rest frame

Astrophysics

•ρχ=WIMP local density

•f(v)= WIMP velocity distribution function

Particle and nuclear physics

• =WIMP-nucleus elastic cross section

usually dominates, α (atomic number)2



Annual modulation first proposed in late ’80s



The DAMA/LIBRA result (Bernabei et al., arXiv:0804.2741)
(presented at “Neutrino Oscillations in Venice”, 16 april 2008)

0.53 ton x year (0.82 ton x year combining previous data)
8.2 σ C.L. effect

A cos[ω (t-t0)] 

ω=2π/T0



Power spectrum

DAMA/LIBRA DAMA/NaI+
DAMA/LIBRA

2-6 keV

6-14 keV
2-6 keV

6-14 keV

1/356 days 1/356 days

the peak is only in the 2-6 keV energy interval
absent in the 6-14 keV interval just above 

The WIMP signal decays exponentially with energy and is 
expected near threshold 



Hard to think of a systematic effect 
(temperature fluctuation, radon, etc seem under 
control, and anyway would not affect only single hits
or would also influence energies just above the WIMP 
window)
Modulation seems to be there with T=1 year and 
phase=2 june
Seems to be due to some physics outside the 
detector
But has it anything to do with Dark Matter?

What is it?

Several other experiments (CDMS, Edelweiss, XENON10) 
apparently exclude the most straightforward WIMP models 
as an explanation



NB: same nucleus as DAMA

The KIMS experiment is taking data right now. Hopefully it 
will shed some light on this puzzle!



Latest News

• 12 crystals(104.4kg) installed in the shield

• 1st Calibration run was over

• Started data taking

• Expect a stable data taking 
for more than a year

• 12 crystals(104.4kg) installed in the shield

• 1st Calibration run was over

• Started data taking

• Expect a stable data taking 
for more than a year

KIMSKIMSKIMSKIMS



Present and future searches of antimatter and gamma rays:



χ χ

γ,e+  dp,  

4

A

1

m
ann ∝σ

WIMP indirect detection: annihilations in the haloWIMP indirect detection: annihilations in the halo

=

χ f

χ f

χ f

χ

A

(Higgs) f

example:



Gamma rays from neutralino pair annihilationsGamma rays from neutralino pair annihilations

<σannv>≡annihilation cross section time relative velocity
mediated over the galactic velocity distribution

,  ψ=angle between l.o.s
and G.C

Integration along the line of sight:

∆ψ ≡ telescope aperture

strong dependence on profile, less relevant in other directions
Toward GC

particle physics 
and astrophysics 
are factorized



Neutralino self annihilations and dark matter 
density distribution

Signals depend quadratically on the dark matter density ρ.  
Common parametrization:

=dark matter local density

a=scale length

(α,β,γ)=(2,2,0)         Isothermal
(α,β,γ)=(1,3,1)         NFW, ∝ r-1 in GC
(α,β,γ)=(1.5,3,1.5)   Moore et al., ∝ r-1.5 in GC

Large differences in the behaviour towards GC

N.B. Anyway, current simulations not reliable for radii smaller than 0.1 – 1 kpc

Numerical simulation suggest the non-singular form:(J. F. Navarro 
et al., Mon.Not.Roy.Astron.Soc.349,1039(2004 ))

,

d(ln(ρ))/d(ln(r))

ρ-2≡ ρ(r-2) r=r-2

=-2

α≈0.17

reference 
model



5 5 σσ sensitivity curves for satellite and sensitivity curves for satellite and ČČerenkov detectorserenkov detectors

Galactic center Andromeda(M31)

background

Neutralino NFW97

Neutralino M99

Neutralino M99

extragalactic background

Theoretical curves: BR(W bosons)=BR(Higgs)=50%

•signal from CG accessible to GLAST and VERITAS only if 
profile harder than NFW97



5 5 σσ sensitivity curves for satellite and sensitivity curves for satellite and ČČerenkov detectorserenkov detectors

Galactic center Andromeda(M31)

background

Neutralino NFW97

Neutralino M99

Neutralino M99

extragalactic background

Theoretical curves: BR(W bosons)=BR(Higgs)=50%

•highest possible signal from M31 well below experimental 
sensitivity and merely at the level of background



2 - 3Visible

3 - 103Ultraviolet

103 - 105X-rays

> 105Gamma 

rays

< 10-5Radio

0.01 - 2Infrared

10-5 - 0.01Microwave

Energy (eV)Region

“usual” mechanism: prompt hard 

gammas, mainly from π0→γγ

(also one-loop monochromatic line)

sincrotron emission from e+e-

(including WMAP haze)

Inverse Compton of e± on CMB 

and starlight

soft gammas from non-thermal 

bremsstrahlung

OROR

Multi-wavelength approach (see for instance, Colafrancesco, Profumo, 

Ullio, astro-ph/0507575)

e+

e-

radiation

π0

π0

radiation

“prompt”



Exotic production of cosmic rays

Example: antiprotons and positrons from WIMP annihilations: 
g g

f f

W+W-

ZZ

HH, hh, AA, hH, hA, HA, H+H-

W+H-, W-H+

Zh, ZH, ZA  

−

χ + χ → → ν, ν, γ, p, e+, d −− −

number density susy fragmentation
(Pythia)



A major complication: propagation of charged 
particles in the galactic magnetic field after they are 
produced by dark matter annihilations



A SIMPLE VIEW OF THE GALAXY A SIMPLE VIEW OF THE GALAXY 

Thin disc: 2h=200pc

L (kpc)

n

Solar System

R=20 kpc

Diffusion ~ Rδδδδ

Reacceleration
VA

Acceleration
~ R-αααα

Convection
VC

Spallations&
Energy. losses

β-disintegration



Excess in postron flux observed by PAMELA (summer 2008)

is it due to WIMP annihilations?



NicolausNicolausNicolausNicolaus
Copernicus, Copernicus, Copernicus, Copernicus, 
1473147314731473----1543 1543 1543 1543 

De De De De revolutionibusrevolutionibusrevolutionibusrevolutionibus orbiumorbiumorbiumorbium caelestiumcaelestiumcaelestiumcaelestium, 1543: , 1543: , 1543: , 1543: ““““In In In In mediomediomediomedio veroveroverovero
omniumomniumomniumomnium residetresidetresidetresidet SolSolSolSol””””====““““The Sun is in the middle of everythingThe Sun is in the middle of everythingThe Sun is in the middle of everythingThe Sun is in the middle of everything””””



Not only a revolution in astronomy, but in culture and 
philosophy…

man is no longer at the center of the Universeman is no longer at the center of the Universe

Cosmological principle, Albert 
Einstein, 1917: the Universe is 
homogeneous and isotropic on large 
enough scales (there is no center at 
all, so we are definitely NOT in the 
center of it)

Evolutionary theory, Charles 
Darwin, 1859: man descends from 
apes

Since then an ongoing lesson in humility for us…



Non-baryonic dark matter, 1970’: 
the kind of matter we are made of 
(protons, neutrons and electrons) is 
the exception, not the rule

Dark energy, 1998: matter is the 
exception in the first place!



if The Dark Side dominates the 
Universe…



Veritas Lux Mea
‘Truth will be My Light’!


